
The Plan

• complex combos of capacitors

• dielectrics, quickly

• current & resistance

• HW3 hints

• time permitting, bits on dc circuits



Exam 1
• During lab period ... but only 60-90min

- electric forces & fields

- electrical potential & energy

- current & resistance

- NO RELATIVITY

• study quick quizzes, example probs

• our HW and quizzes (and old ones)

• problems in notes

• choice of problems / partial credit
relax.

it will be ok.
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Quiz 3: Electric Potential

∆V = | �E ||∆�x | ∆PE = q∆V KE =
1
2
mv2 F = ma F = qE

e = 1.6× 10−19 [C] me = 9.11× 10−31 [kg] mp = 1.67× 10−27 [kg]

1. It takes 3×106 J of energy to fully recharge a 9 V battery. How many electrons must be moved across
the ∆V = 9 V potential difference to fully recharge the battery? One electron has a charge of −e, given
above.

2. An electron initially at rest is accelerated through a potential difference of 1 V, and gains kinetic energy
KEe. A proton, also initially at rest, is accelerated through a potential difference of−1 V, and gains kinetic
energy KEp. Is the electron’s kinetic energy larger, smaller, or the same compared to the protons? Justify
your answer. Note that the proton mass mp is about 1000 times the electron mass me.

3. A “free” electron and a “free” proton are placed in an identical electric field. Which of the following
statements are true? Check all that apply.

� Each particle is acted on by the same electric force and has the same acceleration.
� The electric force on the proton is greater in magnitude than the force on the electron, but in the

opposite direction.
� The electric force on the proton is equal in magnitude to the force on the electron, but in the

opposite direction.
� The magnitude of the acceleration of the electron is greater than that of the proton.
� Both particles have the same acceleration.

PE = qV = neV

n = PE/eV
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same charge, same potential diff = same PE change

same PE change = same KE

velocity will be different, since m is
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M
any instructors use conceptual analogies
between water pipes and electrical cir-
cuits, but the isomorphism of related

transport equations is not as commonly appreciated.
The Laws of Fourier, Ohm, and Poiseuille may all be
cast into nearly identical forms for flows of heat, elec-
tric charges, and viscous fluids, respectively. Examin-
ing such formal similarities may enhance student un-
derstanding. 

A rate of flow may be called a current, “things pass-
ing by/time.”  The magnitude of any current depends
on properties of the medium (“barrier”) through
which it passes, and may be described by the basic
equation

current  =  cause/resistance.   (1)

Encompassing both material and geometrical proper-
ties of the barrier, the resistance R is usually of the
form

R =  !L/A, (2)

Current Concepts
Consolidated
Donald E. Rehfuss, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA
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CURRENT CONCEPTS

I = Cause/Resistance
I is the current, or flow rate,
describes different scenes:

(a) Heat flow
through 
a wall

(c) Fluid
flow  
through
a pipe

(b) Charge
flow 
through 
a wire

Resistance R
has the same form in most cases,

R = !L/A

where L is the dimension in the flow direction,
vector A is the cross-sectional area     flow direction, 

 ! is often called the "resistivity."

Fig. 1. Introducing currents for the first time to physics
students. This set of three figures can be chalked out
sideways on a large blackboard, or else presented as a
viewgraph. First the instructor emphasizes that I =
cause/R describes all three cases, then discusses the fac-
tors influencing thermal resistance R: (a) helps to visu-
alize the linear relation (R " L) to barrier thickness L,
and then R may be related to cross-sectional area A by
presenting Fig. 2. The same concepts for R apply to elec-
trical (b) and fluid (c) currents. In fluid flow through a
pipe (c), arrows represent velocity v of moving mole-
cules, a parabolic relation with radial distance r, in
which v = 0 at the walls of the pipe.  

Fig. 1.
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tion for v(r), in m/s:

v(r)  =  (P1 – P2)(!2 – r 2)/4L!. (9)

This is the fluid velocity at radius r, which we note
gives maximum v at the center (r = 0) of the tube,
and features a parabolic (v " r2) velocity profile
[Fig. 1(c)]. Relevance of the area #(!2 – r2) may be
conceptualized by noting that a thin fluid layer at
radius r, moving at velocity v(r), is restrained by a
viscous shearing force caused by the fluid between
radius r and the wall at radius !. Now for concep-
tual similarity to electric and heat currents, we need
the average velocity across the entire cross-sectional
area, obtained by integration as 

vav = !-1 !
!

0 v(r)dr =  (2/3) (P1 – P2)!2/4L!.  (10)

This average rate of fluid transport can also be
described as the drift current of a stream of mole-
cules, “molecular displacement/time,” vav " I in
m/s, where

I =  –$P/R. (11)

Here the molecular fluid resistance R = %L/A if we
define a “fluid resistivity” % = 6!# and total cross-
sectional area A = #!2, as summarized in column 3
of Table I.

Poiseuille Flow

From Eq. (9) and Fig. 4, we may express the vol-
ume rate of flow in cubic meters/second, for a thin
shell of thickness dr, as the product of velocity and
cross-sectional area dA = 2#rdr, or

vdA =  [(P1 – P2)(!2 – r2)/4L!]2#rdr,             (12)

which we may integrate from r = 0 to r = ! (see Fig.
4) to get the total flow rate for all of the liquid in the
tube, and obtain current now in units of volume/
time:

I =  #[(P1 –  P2)!4/8L!, (13)

commonly called Poiseuille’s law. Since here A = 
# !2, we note that Eq. (13) can be written in the
same form as Eq. (11) but with a different %, and A2

in the resistance instead of A:

R =  %L/A2. (14)

Compared to the A-1 dependence for molecular
transport in displacement/time, this A-2 dependence
is due to the fact that volume/time is the product of
velocity times cross-sectional area [Eq. (12)].  

Jean Poiseuille (1799–1869) was a French physi-
cian who in 1840 found Eq. (13) by studying blood
flow in arteries and experimenting with water flow
through tubes. Although it was at first named after

Transport what? Heat Electric charges Displacement Volume of fluid

of a molecule
in a fluid

Current form I = –$T/R I = –$V/R vav " I = –$P/R I = –$P/R
(items/second)

Current units J/s or W C/s or m/s m3/s
amperes

Resistance form R = %L/A R = %L/A R = %L/A R = %L/A2

Detail of % % = 1/heat % = electrical % = 6!# % = 8!#
(resistivity) conductivity resistivity

Table I. Four transport phenomena compared and contrasted.

battery = pump
voltage = pressure

current = flow
resistor = constriction

capacitor = diaphragm / flexible reservoir
diode = check valve

inductor = paddle wheel
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with the time left ...

let’s get a jump on dc circuits



real battery  = ideal battery + R



actual circuit has a parasitic r



real current sources
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series resistors: conservation of energy

-+

R2

I I

∆V

R1a cb
Req

∆V

a c

-+
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voltage divider

R2

R1
Vin Vout

Vout = R2

R1+R2
Vin

signal 
in signal

out

R1

R2

volume
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parallel resistors: conservation of charge

current divider

I

-+

R1

∆V

R2

a bI1

I2

∆V1=∆V2=∆V

-+

Req

∆V

Req   R1    R2

1 11 = +
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more complex arrangements



measuring voltage



real voltmeters



measuring current



a simple ammeter
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Thévenin equivalents

any weird combinations of R’s and V’s
is equivalent 

to a
SINGLE R and V (or a single I source

in parallel with R)

Vth = V (open circuit)

Rth = 
 V (open circuit)

 I (closed circuit)
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so what?

E

R

real sources = 
ideal sources + R

real meter = 
ideal meter with R

VI R
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V source loading

V

r

source

like a battery

Rload

∆Vload = V - Ir

for r ≪ Rload, 

∆Vload ≈ V

V source wants R high

one easy solution:
large resistor in parallel with load

I
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Ip

I source loading

source

Rload

I source wants R low
sourcing currents at high Rload is hard

I
r

Iload

Iload = I
r

r+R

for Rload ≪ r, 

Iload ≈ I
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measuring the meter

Rload

I

Vr

real
meter

Req

I

V

ideal
meter

∆Vload = IReq = R
1+R/r I Rload ≪ r,  ∆Vload ≈ IR
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summary

voltmeter wants R low!
can use a buffer/follower 

I source wants R low
transformer pre-amp
consider sourcing V

V source wants R high
large series + parallel resistors
present large R
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Sourcing current

Rwires

Rwires

Rthing
I V

This is what a hand meter does.

Why is it no good?

Vmeter = I(Rthing + 2Rwires) 
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Sourcing current, properly

No problem.
You just need four wires.

What is still wrong?

Rwires

Rwires

Rthing
I V

Rthing ≪ Rinternal

or add buffer
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Sourcing voltage

Rwires

Rwires

RthingVs

Still have to measure voltage on device
	
 the wires still use up some of V
What about current?

V
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Sourcing voltage II

R = ∆V / I	
 	
 	


Note we need 4 wires again
current meter - not hard
still problems?

Rwires

Rwires

Rthing

Vs

V

Ι
Ι
=

Rprecise 

V

RparRs
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source/meter resistances

voltmeter wants R low
but V source wants R high 

need buffer/amp on V meter 
resistor in parallel with source

if V source is problem, R is too low
consider sourcing I
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what if I want to measure a *really* high R?

Rwires

Rwires

Rthing

Vs V

Ι
=

Rs ≪ Rthing

Rp

Ι

=

V

source voltage
Rp has same voltage as Rthing

Rs has same current

have done >1010 Ohm
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what if I want to measure a *really* low R?

Rwires

Rwires

Rthing
I V

this works just fine ...
so long as your V meter is good
v. good amp / part of a bridge
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what if I want to measure a small change in R?

V

R1 R3

R2 Rx+dR

Vs

balance bridge to V=0
detect small changes from null

make R1-R3 about the same
trimming resistor on R2 = dR

R2 =

≈ R3
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